it m eans
to Y O U
What would a piped supply of water
under pressure mean to you ? How
can you get the equivalent of a mains
supply, to your house, farmyard and

fields ? What have you to pay for its
installation ? How can water on tap
help you in your home and increase
production on your farm ?
The answer to these
and other questions
will be found in this
booklet.

ARE YOU STILL
TOILING TO
THE WELL?
Are you still toiling to the well or hand pump every day with
buckets, barrels, or milk churns ? If so, what does this task cost
you in time, labour and loss of output ? Remember hand pump
ing and carrying water is a heavy and costly burden. Think it
over. Think of the many advantages of a piped automatic water
supply in your home, farmyard and fields, and make a decision
now to rid yourself of this unnecessary and wasteful labour.
Remember also, an automatic supply of fresh, clean water will
improve weight gains; will increase milk production; and will
benefit egg output.

ONE FARMER’S
EXPERIENCE
A farmer told us that the old hand pump occupied roughly two
hours of his time a day. Checking with him he discovered that
he spent 550 hours each year in pumping 99,000 gallons, which
equals 438 tons of water. This came to eleven and a half 48-hour
weeks each year, to give him barely sufficient water for his needs.
He realised that this was an expensive job, particularly in the
busy periods of the year when labour was most needed for field
work.
Now his power pump supplies his full requirements, which have
trebled since the old hand pump days. It costs him about 8d. a
week to run and he has all of the many advantages of pressure
water on tap.
This is the experience of most farmers when they instal a piped
water supply.

A DIFFERENCE TO
THE HOUSEWIFE
A piped water supply in her home makes a wonderful difference
to the housewife. Her days of tripping to the well or pump for
buckets of water are finished. Dozens of daily jobs such as boil
ing, cooking, scrubbing, cleaning, washing-up and laundry , can be
done more quickly and thoroughly. Water on tap means more
to her than any of the other modern labour-saving devices at her
disposal.
Once running water is installed, you can think of the possibility
of installing a bathroom and sanitation later on. Better standards
of living are in sight and living will become brighter and more
comfortable.
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HOW TO PLAN
TOR FUTURE
CONSUMPTION
Initially you can have water installed to a kitchen sink and
perhaps a tap in the yard. Afterwards it’s not a very difficult
problem to get the water to the various other points, using
plastic piping. It’s very simple to fit this piping because it
doesn’t need any special tools or equipment. The standard
fittings used for making connections make it easily adaptable
for expansion or alteration.
With a properly planned piping layout you can have plenty of
water on tap when and where you want it.

HOSING
WASHING
MILK COOLING
An adequate supply of water is also most necessary for the daily
washing out of the cow byre. With a pressure water supply this
task requires the minimum of labour, as sufficient pressure to
operate a hose is available.
Clean hands, the scalding of dairy utensils and the washing of
udders all demand a plentiful supply of water. Again this can
only be achieved successfully with a piped supply.
In warm weather it is essential that milk for liquid consumption
be cooled as quickly as possible after milking If piped water is
available, a simple corrugated surface type cooler may be
effectively used. A refrigerated water supply is even more effective.

MILCH COW
REQUIREMENTS
Every dairy farmer agrees that an adequate supply of drinking
water must be available for his herd.
A cow in full production will drink up to 20 gallons of water
a day. If this is not available her milk production will fall.
Most farmers feel that it is not enough to water a milch cow
two or three times a day only, it should be available to her as
often as she wants to drink. This means the provision of
drinking bowls and suitably placed stock watering troughs.
Many claim that with a plentiful supply of drinking water,
not alone will the production of milk go up, but the butter-fat
content will also improve.
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WATER IN THE
FIELDS
It has been observed that fattening stock will drink more fre
quently when water is readily available. It is claimed that this
provides a considerable aid to digestion and it is a well-known
fact that prime beef contains a fairly high percentage of moisture.
Cattle grazed in pastures without an adequate supply of water
take longer to reach their weights. It is, therefore, commonsense
to provide an adequate supply of drinking water in the fields
where stores and fat cattle are grazed. This is qu’te an easy
matter if plastic piping is used. It may be pulled in with a mole
plough and has been successfully laid with extra deep trenching
with the normal plough share. A watering trough laid in a fence
can serve two or even three fields.
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WATER TOR
PIGS AND POULTRY
Water can be laid on to your piggery both for drinking and
swilling. Pigs, like cattle, will drink a lot more water if it is
readily available, with the same results, plus better digestion.
Hens will produce a greater weight of eggs if plenty of
water is available.
With water on tap the liquid manure from the swilling down of
your piggery and cow byre can be collected in a manure sump
to provide a great increase in crop yields or grass land production
and thus reduce considerably the expenditure on artificial manures.

RUNNING
WATER

Poultry
House
Drinking
Trough

and
plenty
oi it!
The pump, securely housed against
weather conditions in the pump house,
is the heart of your water supply
system. From it radiate the arteries,
the water pipes supplying your home,
the cow-house and dairy, the tap in
the yard, the deep litter house, the
watering troughs in the fields both
near and distant.
If you plan your water supply in
advance, you can do the most essential
things first and then gradually add the
others as you wish.

Bathroom

Cow Byre
Milking Parlour
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Kitchen

Drinking
Trough
Pump
House

Piggery
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IMPLEMENTS
AND CAR
With a hose attached to a tap in the yard you have the facility
for washing down tractors and other implements as well as a car,
and everyone knows that mud causes rust and general deterioration
of machinery. You will easily be able to keep your yard clean and
tidy as you would wish. Potatoes, turnips, mangolds and all root
crops can be washed free of unwanted clay before storage. In fact
there seems to be no end to the many uses of a pressure jet or
spray around the farmyard and farm buildings.
If a fire starts, you have water near at hand, and you can get
the fire under control before it assumes unpleasant proportions.
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There is no reason to feel discouraged about the
question of a water supply to your home and
farm, simply because you don’t know how to
approach the problem. We can take all these
worries off your shoulders.
If you haven’t got a well or if your present source
of water is unsatisfactory, why not get a
geological report We will get this for you free
of charge. You will then know at what depth
water may be found in your vicinity or how
your existing source may be improved.

Free of charge to you also, is a complete advisory
service as to the type of pump unit and installa
tion layout most suited to your own particular
needs, together with an estimate of cost. By
availing of this free service you are ensuring that
your system layout will be in accordance with
your requirements and will be capable of being
utilised to the maximum advantage.
These
services involve you in no obligation. You can
purchase the pump where you wish, and engage
your own installation contractor.
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THE PUMP
FOR THE JOB
We can supply a pump for any need. The distance of your house
from the well or its height above the well are no difficulty.
Shallow well pumps will cater for all wells up to 23 feet deep.
For any depth between 23 feet and 200 feet or more there are
deep well pumps to suit. The normal pump has an output of
220 gallons per hour and it will deliver water at pressure to any
height. You get approximately 1,000 gallons for each unit of
electricity used. Whatever your water supply problem we can
offer a solution.
The motto is : —
Fro m

A n y D e p th
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To A n y H e ig h t

:: Over
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FREE GOVERNMENT GRANT
In view of the importance attached to having an
adequate supply of water available the Government
makes grants available through the Department of
Agriculture and through the Department of Local
Government for installing it in the home. The
agricultural grant is available only to those who are
rated occupiers of agricultural holdings. Application
for the grant must be made on Form F.W. 1 which is
available from the Department of Agriculture, Upper
Merrion Street, Dublin. The maximum amount of this
grant is £100 or 50% of the cosUofthe job, whichever
is the smaller.
The Department of Local Government’s grant may be
payable to any householder but no person availing of
the Agricultural grant will get it. The maximum
amount of this grant is £50 or § the cost of the job,
whichever is the smaller. Some County Councils pay
supplemental grants to those people getting a grant
from the Department of Local Government. The
amount of this grant may vary from county to county
and in some cases a “ means test ” is applied. In no
case will the amount of the two grants together exceed
§ the cost of the job. The Local Government Depart
ment’s grant must be applied for on Form H.A. 7 which
is available from the Custom House, Dublin. You
should contact your County Council regarding details
of the supplemental grant.

The following counties presently pay these grants, but
the list may vary from time to time: —

GALWAY
MAYO
MONAGHAN
LEITRIM
ROSCOMMON
DONEGAL

SLIGO
MEATH
DUBLIN
OFFALY
CORK
LAOIS

CARLOW
KILDARE
WICKLOW
TIPPERARY N.R.
TIPPERARY S.R.
LONGFORD

These grants cover the time and material necessary
for an installation which will take water from the
source of supply to a tap at the kitchen sink and it
also provides for the sinking, lining and heading of
wells. Installation may not be commenced without
the consent of the government departments concerned.
The installation contract covers the cost of bringing the
electricity to the pump.
You can yourself provide some of the labour for the
job, such as opening trenches for the water pipes, etc.
The cost of this is also included for grant purposes.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF

COST
There are thousands of farmhouses in the country
where water could be provided on tap in the
kitchen for an expenditure of about £30 by the
farmer. For example, where a suitable well with
water at less than 23 ft. depth is available near
the house and where there is a convenient out
house to shelter the pumping unit the whole
installation up to a tap in the kitchen, could be
carried out for less than £60. A sink, draining
board and waste pipe could be fitted for about
£10, making a total of £70. Half this covered
by the government grant would leave £35 to be
borne by the householder. £20 or less should be
ample for providing a suitable pump-house if one

is not available. If the well is deep, a “ deep
well ” pump must be provided and in the case
of an 80 ft. well, the extra cost would be about
£35.
If the well is 100 yds. or so away the additional
cost would be about £25 for piping and laying it.
Supply can be brought to a trough in a field
100 yds. away for approximately £19.
Under such reasonable terms, few can honestly
say that the cost of providing a water supply is
expensive. The extra profits it can bring, and the
comfort, convenience, and cleanliness make the
expenditure well worth while.
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GROUP
SCHEMES
Where suitable water is difficult to get there is a very strong
case for local co-operation. A number of householders can
get together and utilise one source of water for the whole group.
A pump is installed at the well and pipes laid to each house.
The cost of the pump and piping is shared, as is the running
and maintenance cost, which will be very small.
The average piping required for such groups should be of the
order of 130 yds., and there are very many groups of houses
in the country which could be supplied at a cost of £60 per
house or with grant, at a net cost of £30 per house. The
E.S.B. has co-operated in organising a number of such schemes
and will send a representative to discuss the problems with any
interested parties.
Illustration shows a group scheme near Cashel supplying six
farmhouses. The cost to each farmer was relatively high at
£55 due to the long distances involved.
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HOT WATER
ON TAP
The electric storage water heater illustrated was designed specially
for the farm kitchen, and is particularly suitable for installation
in conjunction with a pressure water system. This ten gallon
floor-mounting heater has a loading of H kW and gives plenty
of hot water at the rate of
gallons for one unit of electricity.
The cost of heating water for the average family is 4/- per week
It is fully insulated and is very simple to instal. The price is £15.
With pressure water supply available you can have hot water on
tap from this or other types of electric water heaters. Such
heaters provide scalding water for the weekly wash, baths,
washing-up, scalding dairy utensils, and many other uses.
Wherever you want hot water you simply have the proper size of
electric water heater installed as near as possible to the point of use.
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THE ERADICATION
OF BOVINE T.B.
An essential part of the scheme for the eradication of bovine T.B.
is the spraying, disinfecting and washing of buildings and yards.
This is not possible without plenty of water.
To play your part in this campaign so vital to the nation’s and
vour prosperity, a copious supply of fresh, clean water is essential
—fresh, clean water under pressure, makes it easier and more
economic for you, in this routine task for hosing for cleanliness.
A government grant is available for any farmer participating in
the Bovine T.B. Eradication Scheme or the Accredited Herds
scheme who wishes to extend his piped water supply to drinking
troughs in fields, in the farmyard, and cow byre or milking
parlour. This grant is available for extending from the house
supply, irrespective of what grant was obtained in respect of the
house supply. The maximum amount of this grant is £100 or 50%
of the cost of the job, whichever is the smaller. The grant is
not available to anyone who does not instal water in the house.
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SEWAGE DISPOSAL
With a piped water supply you can have modern bathroom and
toilet facilities in your home. Think of the comfort of being able
to have a bath or a shower after a hard day’s work.
When a bathroom is provided, a septic tank is necessary to handle
bath and lavatory waste. The plan of a septic tank shown here
is suitable for the average household. Remember, government
grants are also available for the construction of septic tanks.
These tanks should not be sited uphill from, or close to a well.
Application for a grant for this work should be made on Form
HA. 7 as in the case of water installation as mentioned earlier.
Large-scale plans for the septic tank shown here are available
on application to Water Advisory Service, Rural Electrification
Office, E.S.B., Dublin, or to your local E.S.B. Office.
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RIVERS,

STREAMS,

LAKE OR P O N D
WATER

River, stream, lake or pond water can be made
safe for human consumption by sterilizing it with
chlorine. Chlorine which is used throughout the
world for treating public water supplies will kill all disease and bacteria in water
and make it safe for drinking. Very small quantities only are required and the
equipment for injecting the chlorine solution into the water is simple to operate.
A CD Pack can be used in conjunction with a water pump on the farm for this
purpose. The pack consists of a chlorinator and a de-chlorinator. The chlorinator
is installed in the pump house and regulates the flow of chlorine solution into the
water being pumped while the de-chlorinator is installed at the kitchen sink. The
function of the de-chlorinator is to remove the chlorine from the water after it has
done its work on the harmful bacteria. The water would otherwise be rather un
palatable to the human taste, but animals quickly get used to it. It is only the
water used for drinking and cooking purposes that is allowed to pass through the
de-chlorinator.
The CD Pack can also be used for treating sulphur water, iron water and
“corrosive” or acid water.
By treating an existing water supply by means of the CD Pack you may save the
heavy cost of drilling a well.

